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[CHINA].
The System of Taxation in China in the Tsing Dynasty, 1644–1911
Shao-Kwan Chen
Originally published: New York: Columbia University Press, 1914
118 pp.

China’s imperial era ended with the collapse of the Tsing (Qing or Manchu) dynasty in 1911. Memorable
for its cultural eﬄorescence, the dynasty was gradually undermined by political weakness, rebellion and
Western imperialism. This study looks at the ways taxation was administered during this complicated and
turbulent era. Chen outlines the structure of the imperial government, then looks at ways it taxed land,
salt and commodities. Reprint of a title in the important Columbia University series Studies in History,
Economics and Public Law.
Hardcover 2004 ISBN 978-1-58477-452-5 $21.95

[CHINA].
The Book of Lord Shang
A Classic of the Chinese School of Law

Yang Shang
Translated from the Chinese with Introduction and Notes by Dr. J.J.L. Duyvendak
Originally published: London: Arthur Probsthain, 1928
xiv, 346 pp.

With a Chinese index and an index of names and references. Along with the Han Fei-Tzu, it is one of the two
principal sources of Legalism, a school of Chinese political thought and was probably compiled sometime
between 359 and 338 BCE. Roscoe Pound recommended this book for the study of old Chinese law in
Outlines of Lectures on Jurisprudence (5th ed.) 235. Reprint of Volume XVII in Probsthain’s Oriental Series.
Hardcover 2003 ISBN 978-1-58477-241-5 $20.95
Paperback 2011 ISBN 978-1-61619-187-0 $10.95

[CHINA].
A Survey of Constitutional Development in China
Hawkling L. Yen
Originally published: New York: Columbia University Press, 1911
136 pp.

Published at the beginning of China’s modern era, which followed the creation of the Chinese Republic
in 1911 and the abdication of the last emperor in 1912, Yen reviews significant turning points in the long
history of the nation’s constitutional history. This is complemented by a parallel history of public law. A
student of Charles A. Beard, Yen shares his mentor’s sensitivity to the decisive influence of socio-political
factors. The final chapter, “Movement For a Written Constitution (1905-1910)” is especially interesting
as a sophisticated contemporary account by Chinese legal historian. Originally published as Volume XL,
Number 1 in Columbia’s series Studies in History, Economics and Public Law.
Hardcover 2005 ISBN 978-1-58477-479-2 $21.95
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[FRANCE].
The Code Napoleon, Verbally
Translated From the French

Bryant Barrett, Translator
Originally published: London: W. Reed, 1811
2 Vols. cccxciii, 575 pp.

Bryant Barrett was an English attorney and member of Gray’s Inn. His superb translation is noteworthy in part
because it was published the year the Code was enacted. As such, it has the advantage of being in a style of
English that is an idiomatic contemporary to the original French. Many scholars believe that this is the finest
translation of the Code. Indeed, they have found it to be more accurate than the official Louisiana edition.
The philological basis of his 393-page introduction had a profound influence on the subsequent development
of classical British legal ethnography. Barrett’s index, which follows the style of English lawyer’s commonplace books and abridgments, is a thorough guide to the Code. Reprint of the first English edition.
Hardcover, 2 vols. 2004 ISBN 978-1-58477-381-8 $95.

[FRANCE].
The Coutumes of France in the Library of Congress
An Annotated Bibliography

JeanCaswell and Ivan Sipkov
Originally published: Washington: Library of Congress, 1977
xi, 80 pp. 7 color plates.

Collections of local customary laws, or coutumes, played an important role in
the development of modern French law and influenced legal development
in the French colonies, including Louisiana. This handsome bibliography
of one of the finest collections in the world, which contains seven color
plates, is the standard guide. This survey is rounded oﬀ with a useful
collection of appendixes: a glossary of geographic terms, a list of French
rulers and a list of Holy Roman Emperors, as well as indices of names,
authors and compilers, printers, publishers and vendors.
Hardcover 2006 ISBN 978-1-58477-627-7 $35.

[FRANCE].
The Colonial Tariff Policy of France
Arthur Girault
Originally published: Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1916
vii, 305, 6 pp.

Girault asks “[w]hat customs regime should control relations between a colony and the colonizing state,
on the one hand, and foreign countries on the other” (3)? He proposes two models: the first, “jealous
exclusion” of others from trade with the colony, will likely result in dissension and warfare. The second,
which Girault attributes to “liberal imperial states,” allows the foreigner to trade on the same basis as
the colonizer and, in the process, prepares the colonized peoples for eventual freedom. France, Girault
maintains, tried both in its long imperial history, often at the same time. Originally published in the
International Peace, Economic and History Series of the Carnegie Endowment for International peace, this
book is notable for its textured historical analysis and its prescient identification of the seeds of colonial
collapse. Reprint of the first and only edition.
Hardcover 2005 ISBN 978-1-58477-556-0 $24.95
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[FRANCE].
The Code Napoleon and the Common-Law World
The Sesquicentennial Lectures Delivered at The Law Center of New York University December 13-15, 1954

Bernard Schwartz, Editor
Originally published: New York: New York University Press, 1956
x, 438 pp.

This book consists of the papers delivered by participants in the conference sponsored by the New York
University Institute of Comparative Law to honor the 150th anniversary of the French Civil Code, which
was the largest public celebration of the event in the legal world. The papers deal with the influence of
the Code on common-law countries in their eﬀorts to manage statute and case law and gives examples
of modern attempts at restatement of the law and uniform state laws as examples of the eﬀect of the
Code’s coherence and logic. The papers were given by notable legal scholars, such as Benjamin Akzin, René
Cassin, C.J. Friedrich, Arthur von Mehren, Roscoe Pound, Thibaudeau Rinfret, Max Rheinstein, Angelo Piero
Sereni, Jack Bernard Tate and Arthur T. Vanderbilt. At the time of these lectures Schwartz was Director of
the Institute. Includes a bibliography by Julius J. Marke. Reprint of the first edition.
Hardcover 1998 ISBN 9781886363595 $49.95

[FRANCE].
French Administrative Law and the Common-Law World
Bernard Schwartz
Originally published: New York: New York University Press, 1954
xxii, 367 pp.

Reprint of the sole edition. Schwartz provides a masterly exposition of administrative law through a
comparative study of the French droit administratif, arguably the most sophisticated Continental model.
As Vanderbilt points out in his introduction, this is an important field that involves much more than
administrative procedure. It deals directly with some of the most crucial issues of modern government
regarding the distribution of power between governmental units, the resulting eﬀect on the freedom
of the individual and on the strength and stability of the state. “[T]his book represents a significant
achievement.... Unlike so many volumes that roll oﬀ the press these days, it fills a real need; and, though
perhaps not the definitive work in English on the subject, it fills it extremely well.”: Frederic S. Burin,
Columbia Law Review 54 (1954) 1016.
Hardcover 2006 ISBN 978-1-58477-704-5 $59.95

[FRANCE].
The Code Napoleon and the Common-Law World
Or, The French Civil Code

George Spence, Translator
Originally published: London: Printed for Charles Hunter, Law Bookseller, 1824
xix, 627 pp.

Early English translation of the Code Napoleon. A comprehensive reformation and codification of French civil
law, the Code Napoleon was enacted in March 21, 1804, after a three-year period of 87 sessions. Produced by
a commission appointed by Napoleon, it embodies a typically Napoleonic mix of liberalism and conservatism.
Most of the freedoms won by the revolution, such as equality before the law, freedom of religion and the
abolition of feudalism were preserved. At the same time, the Code reinforced patriarchal power by making
the husband the ruler of the household. Renamed the Civil Code after the Bourbon restoration and still in
force, it has served as the model for the legal codes of more than twenty nations throughout the world.
According to the Dictionary of National Biography, this work was translated by George Spence [1787-1850],
an English jurist and Barrister of the Inner Temple. Reprint of the second English edition.
Hardcover 2004 ISBN 978-1-58477-375-7 $39.95
Paperback 2015 ISBN 978-1-61619-505-2 $29.95
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[GERMANY].

Landmark Study of Nazi Law

The Dual State
A Contribution to the Theory of Dictatorship

Ernst Fraenkel
Originally published: New York: Oxford University
Press, 1941
xvi, 248 pp.

Hardcover 2006
ISBN 978-1-58477-671-0 $49.95
Paperback 2010
ISBN 978-1-61619-069-9 $39.95

[GERMANY].

[GERMANY].

A History of Germanic
Private Law

Commentary to the Germanic
Laws and Mediaeval Documents

Rudolf Hübner

Leo Wiener

Translated by Francis S. Philbrick; with an editorial
preface by Ernest G. Lorenzen and introductions by
Paul Vinogradoff and by William E. Walz

Originally published: Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1915
lxi, 224 pp.

Originally published: Boston: Little, Brown and
Company, 1818
lix, 788 pp.

Examines the structural and semantic development of Germanic laws based on a detailed evaluation of German law documents.

Hardcover 2000
ISBN 978-1-58477-065-7 $32.95

Hardcover 2000
ISBN 978-1-58477-005-3 $29.95

[LIBERIA].

[INDIA].

The Political and Legislative
History of Liberia

A Penal Code Prepared by the
Indian Law Commissioners

A Documentary History of the Constitutions, Laws and
Treaties of Liberia from the Earliest Settlements to the
Establishment of the Republic, a Sketch of the Activities
of the American Colonization Societies, a Commentary
on the Constitution of the Republic and a Survey of the
Political and Social Legislation from 1847 to 1944

And published by Command of the Governor
General of India in Council

Thomas Babington Macaulay
Originally published: London: Pelham Richardson, Cornhill, 1838
viii, 138 pp.

Considered to be one of the greatest
codes of law ever written, this important code shows the practical influence
of Bentham. At the time of its drafting,
the dominant East India Company's regulations conflicted with Muslim and Hindu law, and the common
law itself, providing a chaotic landscape ripe for Macaulay's order
and clarity. Macaulay [1800-1859], a British colonialist, member
of Parliament and author of many renowned works including the
History of England, was president of the Indian Law Commission
and composed most of the code himself. This volume is a reprint
of the London edition that was reprinted from the Calcutta edition of the original text of the Penal Code as issued by the Indian
Law Commission, October 14, 1837.
Hardcover 2005 ISBN 978-1-58477-018-3 $45.

Charles Henry Huberich
Foreword by Roscoe Pound
With a new introduction by Nakomo Duche
Originally published: New York: Central Book Co., 1947
2 Vols. VIII (new introduction), xxii, 1734 pp., 2 folded
b&w maps. Reprint of the sole edition.

Interesting questions of public law and of international law
are raised by the history of Liberia and have received full
and competent treatment by Dr. Huberich. (.) Dr. Huberich’s
painstaking and learned investigation and discussion of these
questions will be of interest to jurist, publicist and historian. I need
not elaborate here upon the story of the hardships and struggles,
the political diﬃculties and the diﬃcult relations with other lands
which marked the formative era of Liberia. All this is brought out
by Dr. Huberich in meticulous detail and speaks for itself.
Roscoe Pound, Foreword, xxi
Hardcover, 2 vols. 2010 ISBN 978-1-61619-063-7 $295.
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[MEXICO].

[MEXICO].

[MEXICO].

The Laws of Mexico

Laws and Decrees of the State
of Coahuila and Texas, In
Spanish and English

A Compilation of Spanish and
Mexican Law in Relation to Real
Estate, in Force in California,
Texas and New Mexico

Frederic Hall
Originally published: San Francisco: A. L. Bancroft,
1885
cxxiv, 840 pp.
With a New Introduction by

PETER L. REICH
Whittier Law School

With this comprehensive compilation Hall
sought to bring order to what he viewed
as the disorganized state of Mexican law.
Includes: Spanish Crown lands, Mexican
public lands, colonization and mines; individual property and water rights prior to
and set out in the 1870 Civil Code.
Hardcover 2016
ISBN 978-1-58477-995-7 $95.

J. P. Kimball, Translator
Originally published: Houston: Telegraph Power
Press, 1839
XXIV (new introduction III-XXIV), [3], 4-353, 6, [2],
2-4, [3] pp.

With a New Introduction by
JOSEPH W. MCKNIGHT
SMU Dedman School of Law

2010 Hardcover $49.95
978-1-58477-982-7
2010 Paperback $39.95
978-1-61619-072-9

[MIDDLE EAST].

John A. Rockwell
Originally published: New York: John S. Voorhies, 1851
xvi (new introduction v-xvi), xix, 663 pp.
With a New Introduction by

PETER L. REICH
Whittier Law School

Hardcover 2011
ISBN 978-1-58477-980-3 $44.95
Paperback 2011
ISBN 978-1-61619-079-8 $34.95

[MIDDLE EAST].
Law in the Middle East
Origin and Development of Islamic Law

War and Peace in
the Law of Islam

Majid Khadduri and
Herbert J. Liebesny, Editors

Majid Khadduri
Originally published: Baltimore: Johns Hopkins
Press, 1955
x, 321 pp.

With a foreword by Robert H. Jackson (Associate
Justice, U.S. Supreme Court)

The origin and development of middle east law. A committee from The
Middle East Institute, led by George
Camp Keiser, Chairman of the Board of Governors, enlisted outstanding authorities on Middle East law to contribute chapters
on specific topics. Includes an extensive glossary of Islamic legal
terms. Reprint of Volume 1 [all published].

The Islamic doctrine of war and peace.
Khadduri presents a lucid analysis of
classical Islamic doctrine concerning
war and peace and its adaptation to
modern conditions. Working primarily with original Muslim sources, he
examines the nature of the Islamic
state, Islamic law and the influence of Western law on Islam.
Other chapters consider classical Muslim attitudes toward foreign
policy, international trade, warfare, treaties and how these have
developed during the twentieth century.

Hardcover 2008 ISBN 978-1-58477-864-6 $49.95
Paperback 2010 ISBN 978-1-61619-117-7 $39.95

Hardcover 2006 ISBN 978-1-58477-695-6 $59.95
Paperback 2010 ISBN 978-1-61619-048-4 $49.95

Originally published: Washington, D.C.: Middle
East Institute, 1955
xviii, 395 pp.
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[NORWAY].

[RUSSIA].

The Constitution of the
Kingdom of Norway
An Historical and Political Survey

H.L. Braekstad
Originally published: London: David Nutt,
1905
xliv, 75 pp.

Study of the Norwegian Constitution with a complete translation of
one of the most radically democratic constitutions ever written. A fine
addition to collections of constitutional and comparative law.
Hardcover 2009 ISBN 978-1-58477-930-8 $21.95

The Nakaz of Catherine the Great
Collected Texts

[NORWAY].

William E. Butler and
Vladimir A. Tomsinov, Editors

The Earliest
Norwegian Laws

Clark: The Lawbook Exchange, Ltd. 2010
x, 531 pp.

Being the Gulathing Law and the
Frostathing Law. Translated from
the Old Norwegian

A major document of the Enlightenment, the Nakaz, or
Instruction, composed by Catherine the Great served to guide
the assembly summoned in 1766 to draft a new code of laws
for the Russian Empire. Drawn from Montesquieu, Rousseau,
and other Enlightenment thinkers, the Nakaz condemned
torture and capital punishment and endorsed such principles
as the equality of all before the law. Published in the principal
European tongues, it proved to be a statement to the world as
much as a practical legal text. The present edition contains the
Russian, French, German, Latin, and two contemporary English
translations, biographical notes, and a bibliography.

Laurence Larson
Originally published: New York: Columbia
University Press, 1935
ix, 451 pp.

Compilation of early Norwegian
laws.
Hardcover 2008 ISBN 978-1-58477-925-4 $75.
Paperback 2010 ISBN 978-1-61619-104-7 $65.

Hardcover 2010 ISBN 978-1-58477-992-6 $49.95
Paperback 2010 ISBN 978-1-61619-108-5 $39.95

[RUSSIA].
Modern Customs and
Ancient Laws of Russia

[SCANDINAVIA].

Being the Ilchester Lectures for 1889–90

The Growth of
Scandinavian Law

Maxime Kovalevsky
Originally published: London: David Nutt,
1891
x, 260 pp.

Lester Bernhardt Orfield
Originally published: Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania Press for Temple University
Publications, 1953
xx, 363 pp.

A history of Slavonic law, recommended by Pound. By examining the
legal aspects of contemporary Russian social customs and political systems, Kovalevsky shows the extent of
the range of the ancient laws of Russia from their origin through the nineteenth century. Indexed.

According to Orfield, the Scandinavian
states are unique examples of law based
largely on custom and usage that owe
little to Anglo-American or Continental models.
Hardcover 2002 ISBN 978-1-58477-180-7 $34.95

Hardcover 2003 ISBN 978-1-58477-017-6 $24.95
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[SPAIN].

[SPAIN].
Political Theory and Law
in Medieval Spain

A New Collection of Laws,
Charters and Local
Ordinances of the
Governments of Great
Britain, France and Spain

Marie R. Madden
Originally published: New York: Fordham
University Press, 1930
xv, 198 pp.

Joseph M. White

Madden explores political theory
and governmental organization
during one of the richest periods
of Spanish history. Along with
keen discussions of such important
landmarks as the doctrines of St.
Isidore of Seville, the Costumbres of Tortosa, the Usatges of Barcelona and Las Siete Partidas, Madden analyzes the influence of
Roman law and the administrative machinery of the king, municipalities and Cortes.

Originally published: Philadelphia: T. & J.W.
Johnson, 1839
2 vols. XIV (new introduction V-XIV), xv, 731; 753 pp.
With a New Introduction by

AGUSTÍN PARISE

LSU Law Center

White’s Laws provides a comprehensive survey of historical
and cultural events that developed hand-in-hand with the
property law of the southern region of the United States.
Introduction, XIII

Hardcover 2005 ISBN 978-1-58477-497-6 $80.

Hardcover, 2 vols. 2010 ISBN 978-1-58477-979-7 $95.
Paperback, 2 vols. 2010 ISBN 978-1-61619-075-0 $85.

[SPAIN].

[VIETNAM].
The Civil Law in Spain
and Spanish America

Nuremberg and Vietnam

Including Cuba, Puerto Rico and
Philippine Islands, and the Spanish
Civil Code in force

Telford Taylor

An American Tragedy

Originally published: Chicago: Quadrangle
Books, 1970
xxiii (new introduction), 224 pp.

Clifford Stevens Walton

With a New Introductory Essay
“Will We Finally Apply
Nuremberg’s Lessons?” by
BENJAMIN FERENCZ

Originally published: Washington, D.C.:
W.H. Lowdermilk & Co., 1900
xix, 672 pp.

Pace University,
Chief Prosecutor for the United States
at the Nuremberg War Crimes Trial

Spain has an extraordinarily rich
legal history, one that reflects
Roman, Gothic, Arabic, Papal, Holy Roman and French influences.
It is equally notable for its innovative and progressive nature. It
was the first nation to produce a published commercial code.
Aragon possessed and exercised a writ of habeas corpus during
the medieval era. Medieval Spanish law witnessed the invention
of democratic principles that would form the basis of the Republic
of Iceland, the Magna Charta and the American Declaration
of Independence. And as the first great colonial power, Spain
exported its legal ideas to the New World. This had a profound
influence on the history of most Latin American nations and the
Philippines. The study of Spanish and Spanish-influenced law has
much to oﬀer the student of legal history. Walton facilitates
this study through lucid historical introductions, notes and
translations of rare source materials.

Originally published three years before the withdrawal of U.S.
troops in 1973, this important book is not a polemic, but a
sober account of the Vietnam conflict from the perspective of
international law. Framed in reference to the Nuremberg Trials
that followed the Second World War, it describes problems
the United States may have to face due to its involvement
in the Vietnam conflict. After presenting a general history of
war crimes and an account of the Nuremberg Trials, Taylor
turns his attention to Vietnam. He also examines parallels
between actions committed by American troops during
the then-recent My Lai Massacre of 1968 and Hitler’s SS in
Nazi-occupied Europe. From the Lawbook Exchange series,
Foundations of the Laws of War.
Hardcover 2010 ISBN 978-1-58477-999-5 $36.95
Paperback 2010 ISBN 978-1-61619-033-0 $29.95

Hardcover 2002 ISBN 978-1-58477-245-3 $49.95
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About Us

Founded in 1983, The Lawbook Exchange began publishing reprints of legal classics in 1991, and introduced
original titles in 2003. We currently serve thousands of individuals and institutions worldwide.
Although we have been publishing new original titles since 2003, we have issued them under the same
imprint as our reprint editions: LAWBOOK EXCHANGE, LTD. In 2013 we divided our publication
division into two units.
Our imprint, TALBOT PUBLISHING, presents new monographs of current scholarship in law and
legal history.
LAWBOOK EXCHANGE REPRINTS is a series of more than 1,200 classic texts, many with new
introductions, indexes and other new material by leading scholars. This series also includes recent
monographs for which we have obtained copyright, thus they are not available elsewhere. Most of those
are included here. Our reprints feature unabridged, carefully reproduced texts, acid-free paper and
attractive, high-quality bindings.

For our latest catalogues and our complete list of 1,233 titles by subject, please visit our website

www.lawbookexchange.com

33 Terminal Avenue, Clark, NJ 07066-1321
Telephone: (732) 382-1800 or (800) 422-6686
Fax: (732) 382-1887
E-mail: law@lawbookexchange.com
www.lawbookexchange.com
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